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ABSTRACT 

 

 Emo subculture has been considered as a folk devil which caused moral panic regarding self-mutilation and 

suicide tendency.  After the suicide cases in 2007, media began to construct the stereotype for emo children and people 

outside this subculture has together created a spiral of silent.  The current study primarily aimed to understand this 

stereotype whether it really exists. Content analysis was used to determine the data which is available on Facebook profile 

of emo kids who joined online emo community during 2008.  The finding revealed that most emo children from that day 

are currently working in professional careers and do not have a depression symptom.  The result disproves the stereotype 

given by the media and outsiders. This study suggests that myth in media and stereotype do not only misguide others, but 

it might also hurt people who are stereotyped. Fortunately, emo children could find the way to walk through the myth and 

meet a positive light in their life. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Stereotype is what people use to classify others, generally based on visual appearance and social position (Fiske, 

Cuddy, Glick, & Xu, 2018) .  People often misuse the stereotype, such as to discriminate others by focusing in their 

unchangeable identities (Block, Cruz, Bairley, Harel-Marian, & Roberson, 2018). These identities could be gender, social, 

and racial one. Although some stereotype suggests us to positively view some group of people, it still blinds us to see the 

reality and prevent us to judge people as individuals -not as group- .  People in emo subculture, generally called, “emo 

kids” , had been widely stereotyped by the outsiders, especially in the age of emo boom, 2006-2008.  This stereotype of 

emo kids was mostly negative, since it is related to self-harm, suicide tendency, and other mental problems.  The current 

study tested if the stereotype of emo kids given by the outsiders really caused negative subsequences in their life.  This 

also helps point out that this stereotype was the fact or it is just only a myth. 

1. Music Fan Identities 

 Although fan identity is a choosing-change identity, it still requires a large amount of time to consider being a 

fan of someone; and to consider dislike someone that one had liked before. To discriminate others by focusing in their fan 

identity might not be something rightful to do.   This part of the present study provided an overview regarding music fan 

identity. 

 Because choosing-change identity can be changed according to an individual’ s decision, one would look for 

reasons to support their decision of being fans of someone,for inatnce, heavy metal fans discussed in a focus group session 

that they had been heavy metal fans for a very long time, and someone agreed that they had liked heavy metal since they 

were young children (Larsson, 2015) .  Some fans became more confident and had less uncertainty when they found that 

many people liked the same band they liked (Arunrangsiwed & Puxtaran, 2017). Similarly, North and Hargreaves (1999) 

found that adolescents had a positive feeling towards other people who liked the same music genre. However, some genres 
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of music were considered as problem music, which means the music that consists of negative contents whether in lyrics 

or music video (Lozon & Bensimon, 2014). Normally, problem music refers to rap, alternative rock, and heavy metal, and 

they negatively influenced on their audience, such as in their beliefs, physical behaviors, and emotion (Lozon & Bensimon, 

2014). Negative contents such as alcohol, tobacco, and violence could also be found in country music, where Lowell and 

his colleagues expressed their concern about music impact on young children (Lowell, Grymesa, Hankela, Speera, Custis, 

& Toblin, 2014).      

 Outsiders —the outgroup members of the music fandom— viewed problem music negatively, especially for 

heavy metal fans.  This might be because public began to have a negative attitude toward them when the school rampage 

at Columbine was occurred (Kiilakoshi & Oksanen, 2011) .  On the other band, heavy metal fans found that heavy metal 

music helped reduce their anxiety, suicide thought, and their fear of death, but increase their self-esteem (Kneer & Rieger, 

2015).  This fans’ attitude toward themselves was opposite from how public viewed them.  Hence, North and Hargreaves 

(2006) tested if problem music use could really cause low self-esteem and self-harm, and their findings revealed that after 

self-esteem was controlled, problem music use did not cause self-harm. Moreover, self-harm can be widely found among 

adolescent, especially those who were raised by single parent (Hawton, Rodham, Evans, & Weatherall, 2002). 

 Music fan identity can be measured by using a measurable variable, which is identity salience.  Different levels 

of identity salience resulted in different behaviors. Music fans with low identity salience might only listen to music on the 

radio, but fans with high identity salience would collect every album and defend for their favorite artists whenever they 

were blamed by outsiders (Perkins, 2012; van den Bulck & van Gorp, 2011) .  Based on the previous example, fans with 

high identity salience were ready to attack the enemy of their favorite band, but the case of the band Afterhours was 

different, that fans fought against their favorite rock band for not joining the same festival with other pop bands 

(Corciolani, 2014) .  This case was related to high identity salience both as music fans and as people who believe in 

authenticity of rock music (Corciolani, 2014) .  As authenticity may not be perceived by outsiders, music fans have to 

express it by themselves, and this could be seen in the paper of Herrmann (2012) .  Herrmann (2012)  wrote on academic 

paper to tell the world what real punk music, lifestyle, and identity actually were, because he claimed that previous research 

studies in this area misunderstood about punk. 

 According to previous examples, they showed that fans used online channels to communicate to one another, to 

fight their enemy, to protest against their favorite band’ s action, and some used research papers to communicate to 

outsiders.  These are inter-personal communication between people by using actual words contained with opinions and 

expressions. Krause and Hargreaves (2012) discovered another form of inter-personal communication in music audiences, 

which is to arrange one’s favorite song into a playlist to show others who viewed the particular playlist. This is how a fan 

told others who one is by using songs as the medium to convey the message regarding need and emotion (Krause & 

Hargreaves, 2012). Moreover, intra-personal communication was also investigated in music fan studies. Hermann (2008) 

interviewed young female adolescents and they disclosed that they wanted to be famous vocalists as well as their idols. 

Similarly, people who played the game, Guitar Hero, wanted to become guitarists in their real life (Davies & Hemingway, 

2014) .  This intra-personal communication was often found in the research in the area of media effect (Konijn, Nije 

Bijvank, & Bushman, 2007) and it was called wishful identification. 

 Emo, as a subculture and a music genre, provided emo children both the identity as a member of subculture and 

the identity as a music fan. Since these identities were stereotyped by outsiders, it was worth to examine whether this emo 

stereotype still exists in the current day. 

2. Overview of Emo Subculture History 

 Emo was not originally begun as being a subculture, but it has been a genre of punk music.  During 1980s, 

hardcore punk, a sub-genre of punk, was established. It is harder, faster, and more aggressive than punk. Its lyrics consisted 

of the problematic political and serious social issue (Miernik, 2013). Later, this genre had transformed to be the emotional 

hardcore or emocore. The songs contain more emotional lyrics and music regarding friends and family problems (Overell, 

2010). Emotional music alone could not make a song emo, because lyrics are very important part to make a song real emo 

(Hill, 2010a) .  Before the age of emo became popular, emo bands were called, “ indies” , which is the short version of 
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“independent” or “unsigned” bands. These bands became extremely famous in the age of emo boom, during 2006-2008. 

Emo subculture was developed and declined within the first decade of 2000s.  Some emo bands changed to play other 

music genres and some were disbanded. Around 2010, emo fans might be totally hopeless. However, music-related media 

still need to maintain aesthetic of this emo music genre (Bogosian, 2014; Willis-Abdurraqib, 2016) .  In 2013, some old 

bands reunitedand released new albums, some released new albums without an actual reunion, and some new bands were 

founded. 

 These are good news for emo kids, but the age of emo revival does not rise as the form of subculture, but mainly 

the form of music genre (Arunrangsiwed & Puxtaran, 2017). 

3. Emo Stereotype 

 The core value of emo kids is that both men and women have an equal right to express their vulnerability (Schmitt, 

2011; Strauss, 2012)  regardless the general belief of masculinity that men have to be strong and should not express too 

much emotion. Emo music, as similar as its value, portrays weak and vulnerable men who were hurt by women (Miernik, 

2013) and other types of serious life problem. Although this theme of lyrics is not hard to find in Thailand, for the Western 

culture, the fluidity of gender roles in recent films became an important topic for public discourse (Peltea, 2013) .  As the 

result, most male emo kids became the victim of the stereotyping society (Strauss, 2012) , that is how they are blamed as 

gay men, even only some of them really were. 

 The suicide case of two adolescents and the death of a young girl murdered by a social network user in 2007 

caused an unsolved myth regarding emo subculture (Phillipov, 2010). Agenda setting of public media linked the death of 

these three adolescents to emo subculture (Miernik, 2013) , and it misguides the public that all emo kids have alienation 

(Overell, 2010) , depression symptom, suicide thought, and self-mutilation behaviors (Strauss, 2012; Zdanow & Wright, 

2012). While these people enjoyed blaming emo kids in online spaces (Phillipov, 2010), they forgot the fact that emotional 

expression could help adolescents pass through the obstruction in their life (Bailey, 2005), and artistic expression of emo 

kids such as painting and poetry could also benefit their psychological well-being (Strauss, 2012). 

 The stereotype built by media and public does not only hurt emo kids ( Johansson & Sternudd, 2014) , but it was 

also the message that told the new members of this subculture to act according to.  Emo subculture consists of identity, 

lifestyle, dressing style, music genre, music taste, and other related activities (Overell, 2010; Phillipov, 2010; Strauss, 

2012) .  People who learned about emo stereotype would negatively view an individual right after they notice that an 

individual dressed as an emo kid. A participant in Strauss’ study (2012) believed that emo kids dressed emo because they 

wanted to tell the public that they depressed, felt lonely, and had metal problem. Their appearance that the outsider could 

notice are having black dying hair, black eye liner, black t- shirt and skinny jeans (Ashaalan, Alsukah, & Algadheeb, 

2013). 

 As Emo subculture was first developed from music fandom, Baker, Smith-Adcock, and Glynn (2013)  analyzed 

emo songs to see whether there were self-harm messages included in the lyrics, but they did not find any of them.  In 

contrast, Johansson and Sternudd (2014)  reviewed the emo- related video on Youtube, and they found that the outsiders 

made joke with the vulnerability of emo boys.  Based on all these mentioned academic papers, stereotypes created for 

people with emo identity are about practices of self-mutilation (wrist cutting), depression symptoms, suicide thought, 

social isolation, deviant behaviors, and men with lack of masculinity. 

 Emo is a subculture and music genre rarely studied by scholars, and most of them investigated the subculture in 

the age of emo boom.  The present study helped contribute the knowledge in this area since it tested whether emo 

stereotype, created during the age of emo boom, really triggered a negative life outcome in 10 years later. 
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METHODS 

 

 In accordance to the research papers cited in the literature review and the first researcher’s self-experience in emo 

online community, the stereotypes of emo kids given by outsiders are to have (1) depression, (2) self-harm behaviors, (3) 

suicide thought, (4)  alienation, (5)  ( for boys)  homoerotic behaviors, and (6) (for girls) prostitute-related behaviors.  If a 

person had all these traits and behaviors, one may rarely have a positive life outcome.  Content analysis was used in the 

current study to collect the data from Facebook profiles of users who have joined emo online community in the last decade 

(2008). 

 The sampling method used in this study is a purposive sampling since these users have been Facebook friends of 

the first researcher for 10 years, during the age of emo boom. In those days, emo kids were likely to post “add me” in emo-

related Facebook pages or groups, so it was an opportunity for the first researcher to add them without being rejected or 

marked as spam.  Every time that they accepted friend requests, the researcher would add them into “Emo”  friend list.  In 

present days, although no one has been added into this friend list since 2008, this friend list consists of 327 users who have 

been in emo online community in the age of emo boom.  Two coders were provided with the links to access all these 

Facebook profiles.  First, they had to screening out the inactive users in the list of links.  Those who had not posted or 

commented since two months before the coding process would be marked as the inactive users.  These inactive users were 

not included in the analysis. 

 Two coders needed to code 10 items per each user, and most of them were dichotomous variables (apply=1; not 

apply=0).  

 1) Gender. Female was coded as 0 and male was coded as 1. 

 2) Having a possible occupation. Users who have possible occupation in the “About” part of their Facebook 

profile would be coded as 1, possible occupations are the occupations or jobs that they could work in the real world. 

Impossible occupation was code as 0, such as being an angel, a slave of Satan, a Stormtrooper (Star Wars), or a S.T.A.R. 

Labs scientist (DC Comics). 

 3) Having a professional occupation. The criteria that two coders agree to use were that professional occupations 

were the occupations that people intended to show in their resume. Users who have a professional occupation would be 

coded as 1. Non-professional occupations would be coded as 0, such as a waiter, a salesclerk, and a janitor.  

 4) Using an emo-punk-rock-related profile picture. The users who were coded as 1 needed to have at least one of 

the followed appearances: black eye-liner, emo hairstyle, leather cloth, gothic or dark apparel, and band/music-related t-

shirt or zip-up hoodie. 

 5) Having a professional-look profile picture. The criteria of coding this variable as 1, or having a professional 

look were that the profile picture needs to be formal enough to use to communicate with others in a middle-class 

workplace. If the users were in some bars, holding an alcohol drink, having naked appearance, and smoking, they would 

be coded as 0.  

 6) The use of fake names. Those who used fake names on Facebook would be coded as 1. The coders classified 

the fake names by noticing its fantasy, coolness, length (too short or too long), and its relationship to some popular media. 

For instance, one of the users used the name of the guitarist of the band, Avenged Sevenfold as their Facebook name. 

 7) Depression shown in post or comment. This variable would be coded as 1 if the users posted or commented 

with the words related to the depressive emotions, such as sad, disappointed, and loneliness, in their five latest posts. 

 8) Race. This variable was not the dichotomous one because it contained more than 2 groups. White was coded 

as 0, yellow was coded as 1, the one from Middle East was coded as 2, the one from India was coded as 3, and black was 

coded as 4. 

 9) Number of likes in recent posts. The coders would average the number of likes and other reactions (love, haha, 

wow, sad, and angry) of the 5 latest posts of each user. The likes and other reactions were combined as one value. The 

researchers of the current study simply called this value, “like”. 

 10) Number of friends. The coders would directly look at the friend section in each Facebook profile. Twenty-
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four users did not set their friend list for the public to see. 

According to the results of two coders, they had 90.625 percent of agreement. After averaging the results of both, 

descriptive analysis was used and its results are presented in the findings. 

 

RESULTS 

 

 By screening out the inactive users, there were 60 cases left for the final analysis.  After averaging the coding 

results from two coders, the averaged values would be presented as follows: 
 

Table 1 

Finding of Descriptive Statistic from 60 Valid Cases 
 

Variable 

 

n 
percent 

(not included 

missing data) 

missing data* 

Gender (male) 33 55 0 

Possible occupation 38 88.37 17 

Professional occupation 36.5 89.02 19 

Emo-punk profile picture 23 40.09 2 

Professional-look profile picture 37.5 63.56 1 

Fake name   9 15 0 

Depressive post/comment   7.5 12.50 0 

Race   White 
Yellow 
India (a part of South Asia) 
Middle East 
Black 
 

 
 

25 
21 
  7 
  4 
  3 

41.67 
35 
11.67 
  6.67 
  5 

0 
 

* Missing data for the occupation part were those who did not show or type their occupation 

in their Facebook profile. Some did not have their profile picture and some used photo of 

something else as their profile picture. 
 

 

 The numbers of female (N=27) and male (N=33) users were relatively the same. Forty-five percent of the cases 

were female, and 55 percent were male. Nearly half of the cases were white users (N=25; 41.67 percent), and followed by 
East and South-East Asian users (N=21; 35 percent). These Asian users were generally yellow.  Other races were also 

found. There were 7 users from India, 4 from Middle East, and 3 users were black. 

 The major part of the analysis was to test whether the emo stereotypes existed.  If these young people grew up 

with depression symptom, loneliness, and tendency to commit suicide, they might not be able to work in professional 

careers. According to these 60 cases, there was 17 missing data. Among 43 valid cases, 88.37 percent of them were those 

who posted the possible occupation or job on their Facebook profiles.  For other users, they posted fictional or fantasy 

occupations on their profiles, such as samurai and spaceship pilot. Next, 89.02 percent were those with professional career 

or occupation, such as, teachers, people in health care industry, engineers, software engineers, entrepreneurs of resort, 

architects, product and interior designers, and also those who were studying in graduate schools, like Master and Doctoral 

students. Undergraduate students were coded as missing data, because the coders could not make a decision to code them 

as professional or non-professional. Fashion model, musician, and photographer were not found, although these 
occupations had been considered as “cool” for emo subculture. 

 Other stereotypes that were coded in the present study were the use of emo-punk-rock-related profile picture and 

fake name.  Less than half of these users used emo-punk- rock- related pictures as their profile pictures (40. 09 percent) . 

Most of them dressed as general people.  Only 15 percent of the users used fake names.  Moreover, most users used 

professional- look profile pictures (63.56 percent) , such as the photos taken from workplace, with formal dress, and with 

famous-place-to-visit background. 
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 The depressive posts and comments were also coded.  Only 12. 5 percent of these 60 users had depressive posts 

or comments in their recent communication. For example, some posted bad news and their sadness, and some shared sad 

quotes on their profiles. The average number of likes in their recent posts was 44.3 likes per a post, and the average number 

of friend was 1,912.83 friends. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

 Some part of the findings revealed that past emo teens were similar to the stereotype and some were not.  Hill 

(2011a) mentioned that most of emo kids were white male, and there were lack of Asian and black. The valid cases of this 

study contained a larger number of male users than which of female ones.  This could support Hill’ s study (2011b) . 

However, it might be because these users have been friends with the first researcher, who, at that moment, did not regularly 

post her real photos, but artwork.  This may cause a lack of trustworthiness for female users to be friends with her.  Hill 

(2011b)  also stated that the majority of emo subculture was white.  There were also a high number of white users in the 

cases of this study.  However, the number of yellow Asian people was high, too.  This could be concluded that social 

network is like a melting pot, where every race has the right to join any subculture.  It is important to note that although 

the first researcher is yellow Asian, she did not have her portraits on her Facebook before 2010.  At that period, the place 

she lived in was Brooklyn, New York City. This implies that Asian users did not add her as friend because they found that 

she was also Asian. 

 The researchers of this study were surprise that some users still used emo-punk- rock- related profile pictures; 

even they had a professional occupation.  This identity might be hard to be changed compared to other choosing-change 

identities, like fan identity (Arunrangsiwed, Komolsevin, & Beck, 2017) .  Emo identity is not just a fan identity as a fan 

of emo music, emo cyberstar, or emo artist, but emo identity is also about lifestyle and appearance (Overell, 2010; 

Phillipov, 2010; Strauss, 2012). Therefore, some still remained this look for 10 years. These emo-punk-rock-related photos 

were mostly coded as non-professional profile pictures, but some were coded as the professional ones, like those who 

applied eye-liner but wearing formal suits and sitting in ones’ offices. 

 Unlike the stereotype constructed by the outsiders, most valid cases named their professional occupation on their 

Facebook profile. For the missing data, some people may not post their occupation because they felt that their job was not 

good enough to show in public place, such as the working-class job.  If the missing data was read as the non-professional 

work, this number was still lower than those with professional occupation.  Moreover, most did not lately post anything 

depressive.  These findings were opposite from the stereotype given by the outsiders (Strauss, 2012; Zdanow & Wright, 

2012). The researchers were glad for these past emo teens that they could move pass through the negative stereotype and 

be an important part of the society. 

 However, no one could confirm that all people who are negatively stereotyped would be able to move forward 

to the achievement as these past emo teens.  Many people could be hurt and negatively prejudiced from the negative 

stereotype (Lamont, Swift, & Abrams, 2015; Martiny, Gleibs, Parks-Stamm, Martiny-Huenger, Froehlich, Harter, & Roth, 

2015).  The researchers of this study encourage the teachers, parents, and university lecturers to teach the adolescents to 

use the stereotype properly.  Like, they could use stereotype to understand new culture, to be aware of the politeness of 

other society, and to prepare well to communicate to new people with different background (Brown, 2016).  They should 

not use stereotype to look down others, and discriminate others based on their unchangeable or force-changed identity. 

This way does not only help these adolescents to have a better personality, but also help others around them to be judged 

by what they actually act, not by what they look like. 

 

LIMITATION 

 

 The major limitation of the current study is that the cases were not randomly selected from the population .  All 

cases were from the Facebook friend list of the first researcher.  In fact, it is hard to randomly select Facebook users who 

were in online emo community by using other methods.  This is because there is no date provided in the action of “ like” 
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on Facebook page.  Sometimes, the people who like the particular page are not shown up for the visitors, unless those 

people were initially friends.  Although it seems like there are not many other ways to recruit the cases for this kind of 

follow-up, there was still another limitation regarding the number of cases. 

 The emo friend list of the first researcher consisted of 327 users, but after screening out the inactive users, there 

was only 60 users left in the major analysis.  This sample sizes are too small to generalize to the target population. 

Moreover, the researchers can tell nothing about the inactive users. They may create new Facebook account. For the worst 

cases, as the constructed stereotype, they may be too depressed and cannot communicate to others in online space. 

To understand better about the on-going subculture, the future study should conduct an actual longitudinal design.  The 

researchers should have an enough data to follow-up the participants or cases.  This will help reduce the drop-out and 

generate a higher validity for the finding. 
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